Test of
Boeing B767 Captain
Produced by Captain Sim

Boeing B767 is a twin engine, wide body, mid-size jet airliner built by Boeing Commercial Airplanes since the
early 1980s. The development occurred in tandem with the B757 resulting in shared design features which
allows pilots to obtain a common type rating to operate both aircrafts.
Depending on variant the B767 is equipped with either General Electric, Pratt & Whitney or Rolls-Royce
engines and the capacity varies from 181 to 375 persons with a range from 3,850nmi to 6,385nmi (7.130 –
11.825km). The B767 was the first wide-body Boeing to be configurated with a two-crew glass cockpit and is
built both for commercial and military use.

Specs:










Manufacturer Boeing Commercial Airplanes
First Flight 26th September 1981
Introduction 8th September 1982
Role Wide-body jet airliner
Status In production and service
Primary user
o Delta Air Lines
o American Airlines
Number Built 1.000+
Unit Cost US$ 144,1 to 180,6 million
Variants
o Boeing B767-200/300/400/F/ER
o Boeing E-767
o Boeing KC-46
o Boeing KC-767 (KC-10 Extender)
o (Northrop Grumman E-10 MC2A)

I received this add-on directly from Captain Sim and download went as usual, very quickly and without any
problems – Super connection to/from the Captain Sim server which means a lot, especially because I
downloaded both the base pack and all expansion packs.
Installation was also like other products from Captains Sim, very easy, quick and user friendly – just apply the
installation wizard and that’s it. After installation I of cause opened FSX to check if everything was placed as it

should be and of cause it was. It is really easy to install expansion packs from Captain Sim, the wizard does it all
– very nice. The B767 liveries was all placed very nicely in the Captain Sim folder – Included is 20 liveries which
I think it superb, and all the mini pictures are of cause of the variant it corresponds to, and not just one picture
that covers them all.
Since I have all expansion packs I have both the commercial versions (200 and 300), the freight versions and the
two military versions as the tanker and the AWACS. Normally I would be very satisfied with just the
commercial and freighter version, but to also have the two military versions is over the top – I have never been
into the KC-10 in real life, however I have been in the older tanker the B707 (KC-135), so it was a little like
looking back on that experience which I of cause will never forget.
I started the external view-around and I have to say that Captain Sim really have an eye for the details. The
model is so very well made with a huge number of details and animations that I was quite stunned. I noticed
that the B767 had already won several awards, so my expectations was of cause high, but I was still surprised
by the level of quality I was looking at.

As far as I could see, the model is a perfect version of the real B767 and Captain Sim has animated everything
possible in my opinion. All from standard control surfaces to doors, spoilers, gear etc and that with a level of
detail like the B737 from Captain Sim. The texture quality is superb, the finish is excellent and if you combine
this really beautiful B767 model with the accuracy of perfection and the added views, it equals a perfect model. I
simply just love it.
When I was finished viewing the B767 from the outside, I went inside and started in one of the commercial
version. The first I noticed was a complete modeled virtual cabin. Everything was modeled and animated. There
were featured both a first class/ business class section and standard class. Also the crew areas were modeled in
both the aft, mid and front end of the B767. I tried moving the mouse around and quickly discovered that you
also have multiple animations here – e.g. you can open/close the exits with the use of the handle. You can also
open/close the door to the toilet and to the cockpit and I also saw that you can open/close the luggage
compartments – so many animations and details – Wow.

After spending quite some time trying out everything I could find in the virtual cabin, I decided to go to the
cockpit. Here you get a very well made virtual cockpit and as an addition, you also get a 2D cockpit which I
thing is very beautiful made. Taking a look at the virtual cockpit you here have a very nice cockpit, with lots and
lots of animated buttons and other systems. The overhead and pedestal were both completely animated and of
cause you also have the complex instrument panel, which is modeled to perfection. If you would like, you can
also change seat and hereby fly the B767 from the first officer’s seat.
The texture quality is again high, the finish is superb and you have a really good depth in this virtual cockpit.
The level of details that I found outside the B767 is also inside, and both in the virtual cabin and also here in the
virtual cockpit. I have tried to find pictures of the real B767 cockpits and then compared them to the virtual
cockpit – I have to say they are very accurate and very well made. Everything is placed as in real life, and you
have multiple systems all working perfectly.
Overall the model is really amazing with the huge number of details and animations. This combined with the
high quality textures, the accuracy and the superb finish gives the simmer a truly sensational add-on. Only one
thing – It did hurt my frame rates badly. I have a high-end computer and still I got some issues when combining
this add-on with heavy detailed sceneries, but that I could of cause do something about – and after tuning my
settings a little down, I had absolutely no issues anymore.
The sound set used is very good – you have a very realistic spooling of the engines including the reverse
thrusters and a huge number of small environmental sounds, which all contributes to an added realism.

My first test flight was a flight from Toronto/Pearson Intl (CYYZ), Ontario, Canada to Juneau Intl (PAJN),
Alaska, USA in the B767 commercial version using the livery Air Canada. Here I wanted to test the ground
handling, take-off, in flight and landing of this huge B767 and I also wanted to test the autopilot and general test
of the onboard systems.
To taxi this huge beast was in the beginning a bit of a challenge even though I was quite familiar with the B737.
This aircraft is a lot bigger and also a lot heavier, so when taxiing please have that in mind. The brakes are very
efficient so you don’t have any issues if you want to stop the aircraft quickly, but when turning the aircraft you
need to remember that this indeed is a long aircraft, so to keep the aircraft on the taxiway you need to calculate
your turns. After a while you get used to this and if you already are used to taxi with e.g. the B747 I don’t think
you will have any issues with it.
Taking off was very simple – set the flaps, release the brakes and apply full throttle. The aircraft is very steady
going down the runway, and you have 100% control. At V2 I started to rotate, and when reaching 10 degrees of
pitch I was already airborne. The first couple of times that I made take-offs I rotated a bit fast, which gave me a
warning indicator. I would imagine this warning indicator was to indicate that the tail could hit the runway
before I got airborne if I didn’t change my rotating speed. Very good detail!
After take-off I started my climb to 34000’ which I had set as my cruising altitude – The first 15000’ I climbed on
manual to get a feeling of the aircraft and then switched over to the autopilot. The B767 is very easy to fly both
on manual and also on autopilot. The aircraft reacts very quickly on the control surfaces and does not fell that
heavy when flying. The engines have a huge amount of power, so you have no problems climbing within realistic
pitch rates.
I made a quite steep decent when I arrived to Juneau – this was to try out the spoiler effect and this is animated
quite well. You can really see the airspeed going down quickly when applying the spoilers, and if you together
with the spoilers also apply full flaps and gear down, you have absolutely no problem by descending rapidly.
This was a cool experience and when I reach an altitude of 5000’ I started the long final to Juneau.

To land the B767 was actually no issue at all. I was after this flight already very familiar with the aircraft, and I
have previously also flown various heavy aircrafts, so I didn’t see any issues. I touched down perfectly at the
threshold and applied reverse thrust and spoilers to reduce the ground roll – actually I didn’t use the wheel
brakes until I taxied of the runway… it wasn’t necessary.

I saw that there were also a livery of Qantas and this livery I just had to try. I set up my second test flight from
Kingsford Smith Intl (YSSY), Sydney, New South Wales, Australia to Bali Intl (WADD), Denpassar, Indonesia
as a charter/passenger flight. This flight I again setup to be a combination of manual flight and a flight on the
autopilot. After take-off I turned on the autopilot at 3500’ and flew on autopilot until I reached the approach
point to Denpassar. To use the autopilot in the B767 is easy – if you are already familiar with the autopilot on the
B737, then this will be no problem at all – they are very a much like and are also very user friendly.

When flying on the autopilot I got a chance of really enjoying the superb virtual cockpit and all it features. I
used several of the views and also tried out the first officer’s seat… hmmm… I am used to fly in the captain’s seat
so the view from this seat was very strange and it looked very difficult to me – of cause I could get used to it, but
I like the captain’s seat better.
This time I made a slow decent and really got the opportunity to enjoy the view of Bali and the volcano’s there. I
have visited the island back in 2008 and it was a delight to fly the approach to this specific island. It gave me a
lot of memories and I set the B767 down softly on the concrete and applied both the spoilers and the reverse
thrusters. I taxied to the gate and made a semi-shutdown.

I decided to setup some challenges and selected the AWACS version. This version has a huge disc on top of the
fuselage which must create a lot of draft – this I thought would give me a challenge, but actually no – I just
needed to apply a bit more thrust and use a bit more of the runway when taking off, and other then that, it was
just like flying the commercial version. I then set up different weather themes with wind coming from various
directions and with gusting of app 30 knots. Yes now I got a challenge. To land this huge aircraft in the middle
of a thunderstorm is not easy. The aircraft is big and heavy however still quite steady, but with something near
crosswind and wind gusting up to 30 knots, I have to say, that it took me more than just one try to get used to it.
Actually I don’t think you would ever get used to it, but it is possible to land the B767 under these conditions,
but I think that you in real life would change the runway to a different one, that were better placed according to
the wind direction.
Overall this is indeed a superb aircraft from captain Sim. You get an add-on of very high quality - model and
textures are excellent and the huge amount of animations, the level of accuracy combined with a perfect finish
and the realistic sounds, set this add-on up to a rating of 4.5/5-stars which equals to Advanced Payware Level. I
thank Captain Sim for this very beautiful aircraft which I have put in my virtual hangar, and I am sure this will
not be the last time flying this truly magnificent bird.

Rays Aviation

Specifications
767-200
Cockpit
crew
Seating
capacity,
typical

767-200ER

767-300

767-300ER

767-300F

767-400ER

218 (3-class)
269 (2-class)
350 (1-class)

N/A

245 (3-class)
304 (2-class)
375 (1-class)

3,770 ft³ (106.8 m³)
30 LD2s

15,469 ft³
(438 m³)
30 LD2s +
24 pallets

4,580 ft³
(129.6 m³)
38 LD2s

Two
181 (3-class)
224 (2-class)
255; optional 290 (1-class)

Cargo
capacity

2,875 ft³ (81.4 m³)
22 LD2s

Length

159 ft 2 in
(48.5 m)

180 ft 3 in
(54.9 m)

Wingspan

156 ft 1 in
(47.6 m)

Wing area

3,050 ft² (283.3 m²)

Fuselage
height
Fuselage
width

201 ft 4 in
(61.4 m)
170 ft 4 in
(51.9 m)
3,130 ft ²
(290.7 m²)

17 ft 9 in (5.41 m)
16 ft 6 in (5.03 m)

Cabin
15 ft 6 in (4.72 m)
width
(interior)
Maximum
24,100 US
16,700 US gal
16,700 US gal
gal (91,000
24,100 US gal (91,000 L)
fuel
(63,000 L)
(63,000 L)
L)
capacity
Operating
empty
weight

176,650 lb
(80,130 kg)

198,440 lb
(90,010 kg)

190,000 lb
(86,180 kg)

229,000 lb
(103,870 kg)

Maximum

315,000 lb
395,000 lb
350,000 lb
412,000 lb
(142,880 kg) (179,170 kg) (158,760 kg) (186,880 kg)

412,000 lb
(186,880 kg)

450,000 lb
(204,120 kg)

takeoff
weight

181,610 lb
(82,380 kg)

189,750 lb
(86,070 kg)

Maximum
3,850 nmi
6,385 nmi
4,260 nmi
5,990 nmi
3,255 nmi
5,625 nmi
(7,300 km) (11,825 km) (7,900 km) (11,065 km)
(6,025 km)
(10,415 km)
range
at MTOW transatlantic transpacific transatlantic transpacific transcontinental transpacific
Cruise
Mach 0.80 (470 knots, 530 mph, 851 km/h at 35,000 ft (11,000 m) cruise altitude)
speed
Mach 0.86 (493 knots, 567 mph, 913 km/h at 35,000 ft (11,000 m) cruise altitude)
Maximum

cruise
speed
Takeoff
distance
5,800 ft (1,768
at MTOW
m)
(sea level,
ISA)

Engines
(x2)

7,900 ft
(2,410 m)

P&W JT9DP&W JT9D7R4
7R4
P&W
P&W
P&W
PW4000-94 PW4000-94 PW4000-94
GE CF6GE CF6-80A
GE CF6-80A
GE CF680C2

Thrust (x2)

9,000 ft
(2,743 m)

GE: 50,000
lbf (222 kN)

80C2

PW:
63,300 lb
(282 kN)
GE:
62,100 lbf
(276 kN)

8,300 ft
(2,530 m)

8,600 ft (2,621
m)

P&W PW4000-94
GE CF6-80C2
RR RB211-524H

P&W
PW4000-94
GE CF680C2

PW: 63,300 lbf (282 kN)
GE: 62,100 lbf (276 kN)
RR: 59,500 lbf (265 kN)

PW:
63,300 lbf
(282 kN)
GE:
63,500 lbf
(282 kN)

GE CF680C2
PW:
50,000 lbf
(220 kN)

10,200 ft
(3,109 m)

Variants (From the Wiki)

The 767 has been produced in three fuselage length. These debuted in progressively larger form as the
767-200, 767-300, and 767-400ER, respectively. Longer-range variants include the 767-200ER and 767300ER, while cargo models include the 767-300F, a production freighter, and conversions of passenger
767-200 and 767-300 models.
When referring to different variants, Boeing and airlines often collapse the model number (767) and
the variant designator (e.g. –200 or –300) into a truncated form (e.g. "762" or "763"). Subsequent to the
capacity number, designations may or may not append the range identifier. The International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) aircraft type designator system uses a similar numbering scheme, but
adds a preceding manufacturer letter; all variants based on the 767-200 and 767-300 are classified
under the codes "B762" and "B763", respectively, while the 767-400ER receives the designation of
"B764."
The 767-200 was the original model and entered service with United Airlines in 1982. The type has
been used primarily by mainline U.S. carriers for domestic routes between major hub centers such as
Los Angeles to Washington. The 767-200 was the first aircraft to be used on transatlantic ETOPS
flights, beginning with TWA on February 1, 1985 under 90-minute diversion rules. Deliveries for the
type totaled 128 aircraft, and 64 examples of the variant were in airline service as of July 2011. The
type's competitors included the Airbus A300 and A310.
The 767-200 ceased production in the late 1980s due to being superseded by the extended-range 767200ER. Some early 767-200s were subsequently upgraded to extended-range specification. In 1998,
Boeing began offering 767-200 conversions to 767-200SF (Special Freighter) specification for cargo
use, and Israel Aerospace Industries has been licensed to perform cargo conversions since 2005. The
conversion process entails the installation of a side cargo door, strengthened main deck floor, and
added freight monitoring and safety equipment. The 767-200SF is positioned as a replacement for
Douglas DC-8 freighters.
The 767-200ER was the first extended-range model and entered service with El Al in 1984. The
type's increased range is due to an additional center fuel tank and a higher maximum takeoff weight
(MTOW) of up to 395,000 pounds (179,000 kg). The type was originally offered with the same engines
as the 767-200, while more powerful Pratt & Whitney PW4000 and General Electric CF6 engines
later became available. The 767-200ER was the first 767 to complete a non-stop transatlantic journey,
and broke the flying distance record for a twinjet airliner on April 17, 1988 with an flight from Halifax,
Nova Scotia to Port Louis, Mauritius, covering a distance of 8,727 nautical miles (16,162 km). The 767200ER has been acquired by international operators seeking smaller wide-body aircraft for long-haul
routes such as New York to Beijing. Deliveries of the type totaled 121 and no unfilled orders remain. As
of July 2011, 64 examples were in airline service. The type's competitors included the Airbus A300600R and the A310-300.

The 767-300, the first stretched version of the aircraft, entered service with Japan Airlines in 1986.
The type features a 21.1-foot (6.43 m) fuselage extension over the 767-200, achieved by additional
sections inserted before and after the wings, for an overall length of 180.25 feet (54.9 m). Reflecting the
growth potential built into the original 767 design, the wings, engines, and most systems were largely
unchanged on the 767-300. A mid-cabin exit door positioned ahead of the wings is optional, while
more powerful Pratt & Whitney PW4000 and Rolls-Royce RB211 engines later became available. The
767-300's increased capacity has been used on high-density routes within Asia and Europe. Deliveries
for the type totaled 104 aircraft and no unfilled orders remain. As of July 2011, 101 of the variant were in
airline service. The type's main competitor was the Airbus A300.
The 767-300ER, the extended-range version of the 767-300, entered service with American Airlines
in 1988. The type's increased range is made possible by greater fuel tankage and a higher MTOW of
407,000 pounds (185,000 kg). Design improvements allowed the available MTOW to increase to
412,000 pounds (187,000 kg) by 1993. Power is provided by Pratt & Whitney PW4000, General
Electric CF6, or Rolls-Royce RB211 engines. Typical routes for the type include Los Angeles to
Frankfurt. The combination of increased capacity and range offered by the 767-300ER has been
particularly attractive to both new and existing 767 operators, allowing it to become the most
successful version of the aircraft. Airlines have placed more orders for the type than all other variants
combined. As of February 2011, 767-300ER deliveries stand at 584 with 22 remaining unfilled orders.
Airlines had 511 examples in service as of July 2011. The type's main competitor is the Airbus A330-200.
The 767-300F, the production freighter version of the 767-300ER, entered service with UPS Airlines
in 1995. The 767-300F can hold up to 24 standard 88-by-125-inch (2,200 by 3,200 mm) pallets on its
main deck and up to 30 LD2 unit load devices on the lower deck, with a total cargo volume of 15,469
cubic feet (438 m³). The freighter has a main deck cargo door and crew exit, while the lower deck
features two port-side cargo doors and one starboard cargo door. A general market version with
onboard freight-handling systems, refrigeration capability, and crew facilities was delivered to Asiana
Airlines on August 23, 1996. As of February 2011, 767-300F deliveries stand at 66 with 45 current
unfilled orders. Airlines operated 59 examples of the variant in July 2011.
In June 2008, All Nippon Airways took delivery of the first 767-300BCF (Boeing Converted Freighter),
a modified passenger-to-freighter model. The conversion work was performed in Singapore by ST
Aerospace Services, the first supplier to offer a 767-300BCF program, and involved the addition of a
main deck cargo door, strengthened main deck floor, and additional freight monitoring and safety
equipment. Since then, Boeing, Israel Aerospace Industries, and Wagner Aeronautical have also offered
passenger-to-freighter conversion programs for 767-300 series aircraft.
The 767-400ER, the first Boeing wide-body jet resulting from two fuselage stretches, entered service
with Continental Airlines in 2000. The type features a 21.1-foot (6.43-metre) stretch over the 767-300
for a total length of 201.25 feet (61.3 m). The wingspan is also increased by 14.3 feet (4.36 m) through
the addition of extended and raked wingtips. Other differences include an updated cockpit, redesigned
landing gear, and 777-style Signature Interior. Power is provided by updated Pratt & Whitney
PW4000 or General Electric CF6 engines.

The FAA granted approval for the 767-400ER to operate 180-minute ETOPS flights before it entered
service. Because its fuel capacity was not increased over preceding models, the 767-400ER has a range
of 5,625 nautical miles (10,418 km), less than previous extended-range 767s. Typical routings for the
type include London to Tokyo. A longer-range version, the 767-400ERX, was offered for sale in 2000
but cancelled a year later, leaving the 767-400ER as the sole version of the largest 767. Continental
Airlines and Delta Air Lines, the variant's only two airline customers, have received 37 aircraft, with no
unfilled orders remaining. Both airlines were operating all of their 767-400ERs as of July 2011. One
additional example was produced as a military test bed, and later sold as a VIP transport. The type's
closest competitor is the Airbus A330-200.

Military and government
Versions of the 767 serve in a number of military and government applications, with responsibilities
ranging from airborne surveillance and refueling to cargo and VIP transport. Several military 767s have
been derived from the 767-200ER, the longest-range version of the aircraft.


Airborne Surveillance Test bed – the Airborne Optical Adjunct (AOA) was modified
from the prototype 767-200 for a United States Army program, under a contract signed with
the Strategic Air Command in July 1984. Intended to evaluate the feasibility of using airborne
optical sensors to detect and track hostile intercontinental ballistic missiles, the modified
aircraft first flew on August 21, 1987. Alterations included a large “cupola” " or hump which ran
along the top of the aircraft from above the cockpit to just behind the trailing edge of the
wings, and a pair of ventral fins below the rear fuselage. Inside the cupola was a suite of
infrared seekers used for tracking theater ballistic missile launches. The aircraft was later
renamed as the Airborne Surveillance Test bed (AST). Following the end of the AST program in
2002, the aircraft was retired for scrapping.



E-767– the Airborne Early Warning and Control (AWACS) platform used by the Japan SelfDefense Forces; it is essentially the E-3 Sentry mission package on a 767-200ER platform. E-767
modifications, completed on 767-200ERs flown from the Everett factory to Boeing Integrated
Defense Systems in Wichita, Kansas, include structural strengthening to accommodate a dorsal
surveillance radar system, engine nacelle alterations, as well as electrical and interior changes.
Japan operates four E-767s. The first E-767s were delivered in March 1998.



FACh 1 – a 767-300ER operated by the Chilean Air Force (Fuerza Aérea de Chile, or FACh),
with functions including serving as the official transport for the President of Chile The 767300ER was acquired in January 2008 to replace the country's previous presidential transport, a
707. The aircraft also performs strategic transport missions separate from its VIP duties.



KC-767 Advanced Tanker – the 767-200ER-based aerial tanker developed for the USAF
KC-X tanker competition. It is an updated version of the KC-767, originally selected as the
USAF's new tanker aircraft in 2003, designated KC-767A, and then dropped amid conflict of

interest allegations. The KC-767 Advanced Tanker is derived from studies for a longer-range
cargo version of the 767-200ER, and features a fly-by-wire refueling boom, a remote vision
refueling system, and a 767-400ER-based flight deck with LCD screens and head-up display.
Boeing was awarded the KC-X contract to build a 767-based tanker, to be designated KC-46A,
in February 2011.


KC-767 Tanker Transport – the 767-200ER-based aerial refueling platform operated by
the Italian Air Force (Aeronautica Militare), and the Japan Self-Defense Forces. Modifications
conducted by Boeing Integrated Defense Systems include the addition of a fly-by-wire refueling
boom, strengthened flaps, and optional auxiliary fuel tanks, as well as structural reinforcement
and modified avionics. All four KC-767Js ordered by Japan have been delivered. The
Aeronautica Militare received the first of its four KC-767As in January 2011.



767 MMTT – the 767-200ER-based Multi-Mission Tanker Transport operated by the
Colombian Air Force (Fuerza Aérea Colombiana). Israel Aerospace Industries completed
modification of the first 767 MMTT in June 2010, with changes including the addition of wing
refueling pods and a side cargo door. The 767 MMTT can perform aerial tanker, cargo, and VIP
transport duties.

Undeveloped variants
767-400ERX
Boeing offered the 767-400ERX, a longer-range version of the largest 767 model, for sale in 2000.
Introduced along with the 747X, the type was to be powered by the 747X's engines, namely the Engine
Alliance GP7000 and the Rolls-Royce Trent 600. An increased range of 6,492 nautical miles
(12,023 km) was specified. Kenya Airways provisionally ordered three 767-400ERXs to supplement its
767 fleet, but after Boeing cancelled the type's development in 2001, switched the order to the 777200ER.
E-10 MC2A
The Northrop Grumman E-10 MC2A was to be a 767-400ER-based replacement for the USAF's 707based E-3 Sentry AWACS, E-8 Joint STARS, and RC-135 SIGINT aircraft. The E-10 MC2A would have
included an all-new AWACS system, with a powerful Active Electronically Scanned Array (AESA)
that was also capable of jamming enemy aircraft or missiles. One 767-400ER aircraft was produced as a
test bed for systems integration, but the program was terminated in January 2009 and the prototype
sold to Bahrain as a VIP transport.

